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Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683

July 2, 1990

TO:

ALL COUNTY CLERKSIREGISTRARS OF VOTERS AND
PROPONENTS (90139)

FROM:

~~~

CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
CHIEF, ELECTIONS DIVISION

Pursuant to Elections Code section 3520(b) you are hereby notified that the total number
of signatures to the hereinafter named proposed INITIATIVE STATUTE filed with all
county elections official is less than 100 percent of the number of qualified voters
required to find the petition sufficient; therefore, the
petition has failed.
TITLE:

FOREST PROTECTION. TIMBER HARVESTING.
BOND ACT. INITIATIVE STATUTE.

SUMMARY DATE:

December 28,1989

PROPONENTS:

Robert Bennett Sutherland
Cecelia A. Lanman

CDM/bVcb

Office of the Secretary of State

1230 J Street

March Fong Eu

Sacramento, California 95814

ELECTIONS DIVISION
(916) 445-0820
For Hearing and Speech Impaired
Only:
(800) 833-8683
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December 28, 1989
TO ALL REGISTRARS OF VOTERS. OR COUNTY CLERKS. AND PROPONENTS(891 08)
Pursuant to Section 3513 of the Elections Code, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title and Summary
prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed Initiative Measure entitled:
FOREST PROTECTION. TIMBER HARVESTING.
BOND ACT.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.
Circulating and Filing Schedule
1.

Minimum number of signatures required.....................................................................................372, 178
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b).

2.

Official Summary Data ...............................................................................................Thursday. 12/28/89
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.

3.

Petition Sections:
a.

First day Proponent can circulate Sections for
signatures......................................................................................................Thursday. 12/28/89
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.

b.

Last day Proponent can Circulate and file with
the county. All sections are to be filed at
the same time within each
county ........................................................................................................Tuesday. OS/29/90*+
Elec. C., Secs. 3513, 3520(a)

c.

Last day for county to determine total number of
signatures affixed to petition and to transmit total
to the Secretary of..State ...............................................................................Tuesday. 06/05/90

(If the Proponents file the petition with the county on a date prior to 5/29/90, the county has five
working days from the filing of the petition to determine the total number of signatures affixed to
the petition and to transmit the total to the Secretary of State.) Elec. C., Sec. 3520(b).

*

Date adjusted for official deadline which falls on Sunday. Elec. C., Sec. 60.

+

NOTE TO PROPONENTS WHO WISH TO QUALIFY FOR THE NOVEMBER 6, 1990 GENERAL
ELECTION: The law allows approximately 107 days for county election officials to check and
report petition signatures and transmit results. The law also requires that this process be
completed 131 days before the election in which the people will vote on the initiative. It is
possible that the county may not need precisely 107 days. However, if you want to be sure that
this initiative qualifies for the November 6, 1990 General Election, you should file this petition with
the county before March 23, 1990.
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d.

Secretary of State determines whether the total number
of signatures filed with all county clerks meets the
minimum number of required signatures, and notifies the
counties
....................................................................................................Thursday. 06/14/90**

e.

Last day for county to determine total number of qualified
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State
.........................................................................................................Friday. 07/06/90
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine
the number of qualified voters who signed the petition on
a date other than 6/5/90, the last day is no later than the
fifteenth day after the county's receipt of notification.)
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e).

f.

If the signature count is more than 409,395 or less than
353,569, then the Secretary of State certifies the petition
has qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the
signature count is between 409,395 and 353,569
inclusive, then the Secretary of State notifies the counties
using the random sampling technique to determine the
validity of all signatures
.......................................................................................................Monday. 07/16/90**

g.

Last day for county to determine actual number of all
qualified voters' who signed the petition, and to transmit
certificate with a blank copy of the petition to the
Secretary of State .............................................................................Monday. 08/27/90
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine
the number of qualified voters who have signed the
petition on a date other than 7/6/90 , the last day is no
later than the thirtieth working day after county's receipt
of notification.)
E1ec. C., Sec. 3521 (b), (c).

h.

Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been
signed by the number of qualified voters required to
deClare the petition sufficient
.........................................................................................................Friday. 08/31/90

**Date varies based on receipt of county certification.
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4. The Proponents of the above-named measure are:
Robert Bennett Sutherland
P.O. Box 996
Redway, California 95560
(707) 923-2931
Cecelia A. Lanman
P.O. Box 936
Arcata, California 95521
(707) 826-0505
5. Important Points:
(a)

California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses gathered on initiative petitions
for any purpose other than to qualify the initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the
petitions cannot be used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose, including
fund raising or requests for support. Any such misuse constitutes a crime under California law.
Elections Code section 29770; Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 123 Cal.App. 3d 825, 1n Cal.Rptr.
621; 63 Ops. CaI.Atty.Gen. 37 (1980).

(b)

Please refer to Elections Code sections 44, 3501, 3507, 3508, 3517, and 3519 for appropriate
format and type consideration in printing, typing, and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for
circulation and signatures. Please send a copy of the petition after you have it printed. This copy
is not for our review or approval, but to supplement our file.

(c)

Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the Political Reform Act of
1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq.

(d) When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the official title of the initiative
which was prepared by the Attorney General. Use of this title will assist elections officials in
referencing the proper file.
(e) When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by someone other than the
proponent, the required authorization shall include the name or names of the persons filing the
petition.
(t)

When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide a blank petition for
elections official use.
Sincerely,

~ot!c~l4lI"CAREN DANIELS-MEADE
Chief, Elections Division

Attachment: POLITICAL REFORM ACT OF 1974 REQUIREMENTS

JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General

Star. of California
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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1515 K STREET, SUITE 511
P. Q BOX 944255
SACRAMENTO 94244-2550
(916) 445-9555

December 28, 1989

F I CEO
In the ollice of the Secretary of Stcmi

(916) 324-5508

of the Stat. of California

Honorable March Fong Eu
Secretary of State
1230 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mrs. Eu:
Initiative Title and Summary
Subject: FOREST PROTECTION. TIMBER HARVESTING. BOND ACT.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.
Our File No. SA 89 RF 0030
Pursuant to the provisions of sections 3503 and 3513 of the Elections Code, you are
hereby notified that on this day we mailed to the proponent(s) of the above-identified
proposed initiative our title and summary.
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the proponents, a copy of our title and
summary, a declaration of mailing thereof, and a copy of the proposed measure.
According to information available in our records, the names and addresses of the
proponents is as stated on the declaration of mailing.
Very truly yours,
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General

MW:fr

Enclosures

Date: December 28, 1989
File No.: SA 89 RF 0030
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following
title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the proposed
measure:
FOREST PROTECTION. TIMBER HARVESTING. BOND ACT. INITIATIVE
STATUTE. Authorizes 10-year state acquisition program for
designated ancient forests providing wildlife habitat and 6-year
logging moratorium to permit public acquisition; requires
wildlife surveys, limits logging. Requires state-funded
community service program for loggers displaced by new
regulations. Authorizes general obligation bond issue of
$742,000,000 to fund acquisition, other provisions. Generally
bans clearcutting, burning of forest residues, on all California
timberlands.
Mandates sustained yield standards. Limits
logging near waterways. Imposes timber harvesting permit filing
fees. Revises State Board of Forestry membership, imposes
conflict of interest standards. Imposes civil penalties for
violations. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and
Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local
governments: Measure would result in state costs of $742 million
for bond principal, $584 million for interest over 20 years, to
acquire ancient forests and to fund community service
compensation program for displaced loggers. Imposes annual costs
of $3 million to $9 million for enhanced regulatory program;
these costs and costs of review and enforcement of existing
timber harvesting plans, approximately $6.4 million annually,
would be fully offset due to increase in regulatory fees paid by
forestry industry. Measure would result in unknown state and
local tax revenue losses to extent reductions occur in timber
harvesting.
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FILED 18 OCTOBER 1989; REVISED 6 NOVEMBER 1989

This initiative was prepared by a broad, non-partisan coalition organized as FORESTS FOREVER, 106 West
Standley, Ukiah, CA 95482; (707) 462-2370. © copyright 1989 by Roben Sutherland and EPIC, Inc.
Summary by Forests Forever

This initiative would by way of modifications to existing permit procedures provide protections to ancient forests,
including certain species of wildlife which depend on them, and provide for public purchase of some ancient forests
with monies guaranteed by general obligation bonds, among other possible means. This initiative reforms forest
practices on private and state lands, most imponantly by mandating sustainable forestry, and by banning clearcutting
and certain burning practices on commercial timberlands. This initiative also discourages log exports, begins a system
of fees for logging permits, establishes a program to employ displaced timber workers, and changes the conflict of
interest standards for the State Board of Forestry. There are miscellaneous other forestry provisions.
The People of California by Initiative Do Enact as Follows:
Section 1. This Initiative shall be known as the Forest and Wildlife Protection and Bond Act of
1990.
Section 2. Declarations of policy and purpose. The People hereby find and declare all of the following:
(a). The remaining ancient forest stands of California represent a unique and irreplaceable natural feature which is
valuable for biological, scientific, recreational, aesthetic, and other important reasons. Such forests help significantly
to provide clean water, clean air, healthy soils, a moderate climate, and to prevent the greenhouse effect. Forests and the
wildlife that live in them also have inherent wonh for themselves.
(b). Those remaining ancient forest stands which are in public and private ownership constitute only five percent of the
primaeval forest which originally existed, and it takes from 200 to 400 years of uninterrupted biological development
for a forest to acquire old-growth characteristics, including a natural mixture of tree sizes and ages, and standing and
downed dead trees.

(c). A forest can acquire full biological diversity and old-growth characteristics only if sufficient and viable genetic
material has survived, and assuring that survival is one of the most important investments that the People of
California can make:
.'
.
..
(d). Numerous species of animals and plants have been identified in California which depend wholly or principally
upon ancient forest habitat, and scientists now agree that some and perhaps all of these species are in serious danger of
extinction if destruction of their habitat continues.
(e). Retaining natural biological diversity is essential to the long-term health of ecosystems and is critical to a highquality environment for future Californians, and retention of that diversity shall be a guiding principle in the formation
and implementation of policy by government agencies at all levels.
(t). The management of California forests for long term goals helps to preserve environmental quality, habitat,
fisheries, wildlife, and to prevent global warming, and helps to guarantee a sustainable forest products industry and
maximum sustainable employment and yield of a full range of forest products in perpetuity, and is in the best interests
of the people of California.
(g). The long-term goal of maximum sustained yield for California timberlands has been acknowledged by the
Legislature to be an imponant principle to achieve, and it is necessary and desirable to provide the State Board of
Forestry clear directions so that this principle may be effectively implemented.

(h) .. Immediateactiontq preserve California's ancient forests, and to manage other forests for maximum sustained yield,
will set an imponant example for other SlaleS and nations, thereby helping to prevent deforestation worldwide.
(i). A shift to effective sustainable forestry practices will act to stabilize rural economies in the forest regions, improve
the certainty of investment in forest industries, guarantee future employment, and provide in the long term a
competitive advantage for California forest products. Effective sustainable forestry practices will also strongly
discourage undesirable financial speculation which results in the rapid depletion of forest inventories.
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(j). Past Limber harvesLing has exceeded in many cases !.he land's ability lO regenerate. with the resulllhat extensive
forestlands are now underslOCked. Therefore a transiLion period will be necessary for the full implementaLion of
maximum sustained yield goals. to guarantee a high level of timber employment. now and in the futurc. without
causing unacceptable shon-tenn hardship in the timber harvesting regions.

0.). By the laws of California. as wen as by established practice, the Depanment of Fish and Game is and shall be !.he
lead State agency wi!.h biological expertise. The Deparunent of Forestry and Fire Protection and the State Board of
Forestry, in reviewin£ timber harvesting plans pursuant to the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973, shall
henceforlh seek and rely upon !.he advice and recommendations of biologists. especially those of the Depanment of
Fish and Game, in all matters affecting forest habitat and wildlife.
(I). It is a 10ng-senIed principle of law that the wildlife of the public and private lands of California belongs to the
people of California. This initiative reaffmns that it is unlawful and contrary to public policy for any person to
significantly damage, directly or indirectly. any wildlife population.
(m). It is also a long-settled principle of law that privatc property is held under !.he implied obligation !.hat the owner's
use of it shall nOl be injurious to the public interesL Propeny rights must be tempered by and fairly balanced with the
public's ownership of. and interest in, wildlife, and !.he public's right to a healthful and high-quality environmenL
(n). It is the policy of !.he State of California at all levels of government to discourage to the greatest extent possible
the practice of exponing to foreign nations whole logs and cants originating from California forests. Such exports
cause a major loss of California jobs. The People of California strongly request that the Congress of the United States.
which has authority over foreign log exports, promptly prohibit such expons.
(0). The statements of policy and purpose here and throughout this Act imply substantive and affmnative obligations

incumbent upon government agencies in California and wherever appropriate they are enforceable.
Section 3. Definitions. For the purposes of this Act:
(a). "Ancient forests" means as follows: forests which provide actual habitat or significant potential habitat for one or
more dependent wildlife species. as dermed in this Act. "Actual habitat" means forests where one or more of the
dependent wildlife species are present; and "potential habitat" means forests dominated by more than fifty percent in
canopy area or basal area by trees greater than two hundred years of age. that contain trees of a mixture of ages and
sizes. and that contain large standing and downed dead trees, and that are within the present, historic. or suspected range
of a dependent wildlife species. These forests need not be virgin or otherwise undisturbed by logging, roads. or other
development. and must be at least ten acres in size standing alone. or at least two acres iil size if contiguous to ancient
forests eight acres or larger in size. They may also be called "old growth forests".
(b). "CDF" means the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection.

(c). "Class I watercourse or lake" means a watercourse or lake with domestic water supplies on site or within three
hundred feet downstream of the project area; or a watercourse or lake with fish always or seasonally present on site.
(d). "Class II watercourse or lake" means a watercourse or lake with fish always or seasonally present off site wi!.hin
one thousand feet downstream; andlor a watercourse or lake with aquatic habitat for non-fish aquatic species; except,
watercourses or lakes with no aquatic life present which are directly tributary to a Class I watercourse or lake are not
Class II watercourses or lakes.
(e). "Clearcutling" means the practice in which a stand of trees is entirely. or virtually entirely. felled.
(C). "Contiguous" means not separated by more than three hundred feet
(g). "Continuous" means without interruption. but minor interruptions. such as natural watercourses and unsurfaced
roads no longer in use, shall not be construed as interruptions.
(h). "Dependent wildlife species" are species or subspecies of wildlife significantly dependent on structural or
environmental characteristics commonly associated wi!.h ancient forests, but !.hey are not necessarily exclusively
dependent upon an::ient forests. Dependent wildlife species means any of the following species or subspecies: Pacific
Fisher; Red Tree Vole. including any closely related taxon presently or subsequently segregated from this species;
Northern Spotted Owl; California Spotted Owl; Southern Spotted Owl; Flammulated Owl; Marbled Murrelet; Norlhern
Goshawk; Olympic Salamander; Del Norte Salamander; Tailed Frog; and any other species or subspecies subsequently
added to this list pursuant to this Act Dependent wildlife species are no~ game within the meaning of the California

"

'
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Constiwtion. Habitat for dependent wildlife species which are birds does not mean habitats in which they are
exclusively transients. Habitat for Northern Goshawk means only the habitat used during breeding season.
(i). "DFG" means the California Depanment of Fish and Game.
G). "Edge effect" means the effects on wildlife habitat associated with an abrupt change from a taU dense forest to an
open area or relatively open area such as a young forest
'
(k). "Environmental documents" means Negative Declarations, Notices of Exemption, or draft or final Environmental
Impact Reports prepared pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act, and documents prepared as substitutes
for any of these under a program certified pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21080.5, and documents prepared
under the National Environmental Policy Act and used by a state or local agency in the place of any of these.
(1). "Eucalyptus plantation" means a stand at least ten acres in size which contains tree species only of the genus
Eucalyptus and which was established before the effective date of this Act; or a stand of any size and tree species
composition established subsequent to the effective date of this Act on lands not originally natural timberlands and not
on any slopes greater than fifty percent. Natural timberlands are those which existed as timberlands as of 1940.

(m). "Feasible" means capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of lime, taking
into account economic, environmental, social, and technological factors.
(n). "Logging road" means any private road constructed or reconstructed in conjunction with timber harvesting
operations, or any private road constructed or reconstructed in anticipation of timber harvesting operations as its
principal use. Logging roads may be permanent, seasonal, or temporary in use, and shall include those private roads
used in conjunction with a project site for log haulage or passage of other vehicles and equipment used in conjunction
with timber harvesting operations, including tractors, except that those trails which are not constructed or reconstructed
and which are solely for the temporary use of tractors are not logging roads. A "constructed" or "reconstructed" road has
any of the following: surfacing, drainage structures, intentional soil disturbance.
(0). "Mature trees" means trees which have reached or exceeded a trunk diameter which indicates their age is at or past
that at which maximum mean annual growth, also known as culmination of mean annual increment, occurs. This will
vary by speeies and site. The point of maximum mean annual growth is also the point at which periodic annual growth
and mean annual growth are equal. Measurements shall use the Scribner log rule wherever possible, otherwise the most
nearly equivalent methodology.

(P). "Person" means any natural person, association, corporation, fIrm, organization, partnerShip, business, trust,
company, district, county; city and county, city, town~ the State; and any of the agericies and political subdivisions of
such entities, or any other legal or natural assemblage of persons.

(q). "Project" means activities directly undertaken by any public agency; activities undertaken by a person which are
supported in whole or in part through contracts, grants, subsidies, loans, or other forms of assistance from one or more
public agencies; or activities involving the issuance to a person of a lease, permit, license, certificate, or other
entitlement for use by one or more public agencies. For the purposes of this Act a project also involves activities
which are subject to the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973, or involves any other timber harvesting activity
or timber harvesting related activity which occurs at the project site, including at private access routes thereto.
(r). "Reviewing agency" means the Depanment ofFish and Game, the Division of Mines and Geology, the appropriate
Regional Water Quality Control Board, the Department of Parks and Recreation, the county planning agency, and the
California Coastal Commission, whenever any such agency is exercising its legally authorized project review
authority.
(s). "SignifIcant adverse impact on an ancient forest" means a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change to
an ancient forest or to a dependent wildlife species. Variations of this defmed phrase mean the same unless a different
meaning is clearly intended.
(t). "Site preparation practice or regeneration method" means any proc~s used tQ secure replacement of a forest stand,
'the wood of which was used or is to be used for commercial purposes ..
(u). "Springs and seeps" means small places in the ground where water naturally flows or rises to the surface during
much or all of the year, and at which water remains at least within a few feet of the surface throughout the year. If the
project proponent is in doubt an inspection by the Department ofFish and Game or the Division of Mines and
Geology should be requested. For the purposes of this Act, where Giant Chain Fern (Woodwardiafimbriala) is present
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in a seep or spring, near-surface flow shall be presumed to be perennial, but otherwise where no surface water is
apparent during the driest season, the project proponent may presume the area is not a spring or seep unless the
Deparunent's or Division's inspector advises otherwise before the project is finally approved. Springs and seeps may
head a watercourse or not, but springs and seeps arising wholly within the bed of a watercourse (as distinguished from
the head of a watercourse) are not springs and seeps for purposes of this Act
(\'). "THP" means timber harvesting plan which is the same as in the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973. If in
this regard the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973 is revised or replaced, THP shall mean the document or
documents which actually correspond 10 the timber harvesting plan.
(w). "Virgin" ancient forests means those ancient forests which as of September I, 1989, remain undisturbed by human
activities such as logging and road building. "Substantially virgin" stands of ancient forests are disturbed by human
activities such as logging and road building, but not 10 a degree that is significantly adverse to those wildlife species
which are adversely impacted by edge effecL
(x). "WCB" means the Wildlife Conservation Board.
Section 4. Permits and documentation.
(a). Any THP or other environmental document proposing alteration or removal of any ancient forest, and any THP or
other environmental document proposing alteration or removal of any forest contiguous 10 an ancient forest. shall
contain full information on the presence, extent, and condition of ancient forest stands on or contiguous to the
proposed project site, irrespective of the ownership of any stand. The plan or document shall also identify the presence,
extent, and condition of any other sensitive habitats such as wetlands, springs, or seeps. The plan or document shall
also contain all such other information as may be reasonably required by the permitting and reviewing agencies to
determine the significance of adverse impacts and to implement this ACL The plan or document as submitted shall
discuss alternatives and mitigations to the project.
(b). Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the time period of fifteen (15) days set forth in Section 4582.7 of the
Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973 for the review ofTHPs by the director of the CDF shall be extended to onehundred-eighty (180) days, from the time the THP is accepted for filing, for the review of any THP proposing
alteration or removal of any ancient forest, or any forest contiguous to an ancient forest, for the purpose of determining
compliance with the rules and regulations of the Board of Forestry, the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973, the
California Environmental Quality Act, this Act, and other legal authorities; except, and notwithstanding the provisions
of Chapter 4.5 of Division 1 of Title 7 of the Government Code or any similar restrictions subsequently enacted, the
time limit shall be further extended, when appropriate, until the negotiations or proceedings are successfully completed
as specified in subsection (1) below, or until the project is released pursuant to subsection (h) below, or until the time
limit of subsection (g) below is expired, whichever is sooner.
(c). Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no agency shall accept for filing any THP or other environmental
document which proposes alteration or removal of any ancient forest or any forest contiguous to an ancient forest if the
plan or document does not contain the results of surveys performed on the proposed project site for those dependent
wildlife species which could normally and reasonably be expected to range there. Such surveys must utilize protocols
commonly accepted within the appropriate scientific discipline. For any project which will adversely impact any
ancient forest, or any forest contiguous to an ancient forest, which is subject to the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act
of 1973, qualified biologists from the DFG shall survey for all dependent wildlife species which could normally and
reasonably be expected to range there. In all other projects subject to this Act, the project proponent shall bear the full
responsibility for providing all requested information unless a reviewing agency agrees otherwise, or in the case of
projects reviewed by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service if it agrees otherwise, or unless any such agency is
required by law to provide some or all such information. Permitting agencies and reviewing agencies may verify any
information needed by the agency prior to final acceptance of the information by the agency. The project proponent
shall allow adequate access to the proposed project site at the appropriate seasons and times of day to agency employees
for these purposes. If, after the plan or document has been accepted for ming and before it is fmally approved, a
pennitting or reviewing agency discovers the submitted information is significantly deficient, the agency shall
immediately notify the project proponent and the plan or document is thereupon deemed incomplete and the filing is
. suspended. The project proponent then may supply the necessary infonnation or may show the agency, by way of
appeal to the agency director if necessary, that the information is not needed. As soon as the deficiency is remedied, the
review process resumes at the point at which it had been suspended.
(d). Notwithstanding any other proviSion of law, no THP or other environmental document which proposes alteration
or removal of any ancient forest or any forest contiguous 10 an ancient forest, may be finally approved without the
concurrence of the DFG in regard 10 the impacts affecting the ancient forest and dependent wildlife species. If the DFG
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detennines the project will cause or I~ likely ICl cause sil!nificant adverse impacL~ 10 the ancient forest or de~ndent
wildlife species despite any mitiJ!ations or alLemaLives proposed by tht project proponent or mher al!enci('~. lhe DFG
shall propose allCmauves and miugations LO protect the ancient forest and dependent wildlift specIes. whether in the
ancient forest or in contiguous forests, if it is practicable to do so. ThC' project proponent may negotiate with the DFG
concerning any allemaLives or mitigations, including any proposed by the proponents. The DFG may concur wilh the
plan or document only if the DFG determines upon the besl advice of its biologisLc; either thalthe affecled forest on or
contiguous 10 the project sile does not meet the definition provided in this Act, or that the adverse impacL~ of the
project to that ancient forest are not significanL, or that the alLCmatives and mitigations finally and irrevocably agrecd
upon reduce the adverse impacts upon the ancient forcstto insignificance, or as providc.d in subsection (0 below.
(e). The DFG shall notify the permilting agency, if any. and the project proponenL of its concurrence or nonconcurrence
pursuanlto subsection (d) above as soon as practicable. but in no case longer than one-hundrcd-fifly (150) days aher its
receipl of the filed nIP or other environmental documenL A statemenL of reasons which fully explains the DFG's
concurrence or nonconcurrence and which renects the biological basis for the DFG's position shall be wrillen in a nonconclusof)' manner in time to accompany the DFG's notification to the pcnnitting agency, if any, and to the projcct
proponcnt, of the DFG's posiLion, and a copy shall be promptly provided to any person who requests it.

(0. The DFG, having determined pursuant to subsection (d) above thal the project will cause or is likcly

LO causc
significant advcrse impacts LO an ancient forest or dependcnt wildlifc specics, and that tllcre is no feasiblc combinaLion
of alternativcs or mitigations which can reduce 10 insignificance a project's adverse impacts on an ancient forcsl, after
notification pursuant 10 subsection (e) above, may conduct a purchase review process with the project proponent on
behalf of the WeB 10 purchase or trade for fee title or such Icsser inLCrest or interests as may be necessaJ')' to prolcctthc
ancient forest or dependent wildlife species, and shall so negotiate in every instance wherc protection of the ancient
forest or dependent wildlife species is of high priority, as determined pursuant to Section 5, subsection (a), of this Act.
Any combination of alternatives, mitigations, trades, leases, gifts, purchases, or limited sell-backs may be crafted to
achieve effective protection of the ancient forest and dependent wildlife species. If negotiations for acquisiLion pursuant
LO this Section, or eminent domain proceedings, are successfully completed so as LO reduce the adverse impacts on the
ancient forest and dependent wildlife species 10 insignificance. DFG may concur with the remainder of the project, if
any. If such negotiations are infeasible or unsuccessful, the WCB shall exercise its rightLO eminent domain if
protection of the ancient forest or dependent wildlife species is of high priority. as determined pursuanltO Section 5,
subsection (a), of this Act, or Section 4, subsection (h), of this ACL Eminent domain proceedings shall not commence
sooner than forty (40) days after the issuance of the notification pursuant 10 subsection (e) above, nor shall they
commence dwing the hearing process specified in subsection (h) below.

(g). Notwithstanding any other provision of law. any project affecting an ancient forest with which the DFG cannOl
_concur pursuant to this Section or for which the WeB docs not purchase or otherwise protect the subject ancient fores\,
may not proCeed during a periOd-of six years from the daie the plan or document was accepted for filing; except as
provided in subsection (h) below. During this period and subsequent 10 completion of the process prescribed above,the
DFG shall auempt to devise protections for the ancient forest impacted by the project using any available means,
including, but not limited LO, securing other funds for purchase, arranging trades of development or timber harvesting
rights among several owners, renegotiating packages of alternatives and mitigations, or other appropriate means.

(h). Only afler the purchase review process described in this Section has been completed pursuanlto subsccLion (f)
above, and only if the project proponent has reasonably and fully cooperated with the procedures of this Act, the projecl
proponent who is seeking release from further restrictions or delays of this Section, or the project proponent who
believes his or her timberland is incorrectly ranked, may request a public hearing by the WCB. Such a request if made
afler thirty (30) days after issuance of the notification pursuant 10 subsection (e) above shall signify that the purchase
review process pursuant to subsection (f) above is complete_ Such a request may not be made sooner than thirty (30)
days after issuance of the notification pursuanllO subsection (e) above, nor if the project proponent has refused to
participale in good faith in the purchase review process. nor if eminenl domain proceedings have commenced. The
WeB's receipl of the request shall begin the app--..al process and it shall end within ninety (90) days with the
announcement of decision, or later if there is a negotiation period as specified below. The hearing may be held before
the WeB or before a hearing officer appointed by the WeB. All inlerested persons shall be provided thirty days wrillen
notice of the hearing. Pursuant LO the hearing request the WeB shall inquire into DFG's ranking for acquisition of the
ancienl forest lands of the project. as was determined pursuant to Section 5, subsection (a), of this ACL Based upon the
best scientific information- in the administrative record for the project and as psesente9 in ~'riting or orally for the
__
hearing,the WCB may concur with the DFO's priority or it may alter thal priority. If, in the year 1989 9r thereafter, a
dependent wildlife species is reponed by DFG, the Natural Diversity Data Base, or other competent authority, LO be
present in the ancient forest or on the project site, the WCB shall in no wise lower the priority of the forest or site for
the reason that the species has subsequently disappeared from the forest or sile, unless it is shown thal the species
disappeared for natural reasons. If the priority is raised by the WeB. the WeB shall convene good-faith negotiations, in
light of the new priority. with the project proponent, and this negotiation period may be terminated with notice LO
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either pany by the other no sooner than thirty (30) days after the announcement of the WCB's decision. If the priority
is determined by the WeB to be low, the WeB shall immediately release the project from the six year waiting
requirement if it also determines based upon substantial evidence in the whole record that there are overriding reasons
the project should proceed. The project proponent may also request a report of the WeB's eminent domain intention
toward the project timberlands. The WeB shall reveal the status of its intention in its announcement of decision and
shall if feasible commence any intended eminent domain proceedings within ten (10) days of the completion of the
hearing process. The WeB shall fully explain its decision in a non-conclusory wrinen statement which reflects the
basis of the decision, including the biological reasons, the overriding reasons, and any other bases for the decision. The
WeB shall have thirty (30) days after the close of the hearing record to prepare its statement and decision, and the
statement shall accompany the announcement of the decision. A copy of the statement and decision shall be promptly
provided to the project proponent and any person who requests it.
(i). In reviewing projects pursuantLO this Act, the DFG shall fmd that a project proposes a significant adverse impact
or impacts if such impact or impacts may plausibly occur.

0). If the project proponent refuses or otherwise fails to reasonably and fully cooperate with the requirements and
procedures of this Act, the proposed project shall be deemed not submitted in good faith, and if such a project plausibly
proposes significant adverse impacts to an ancient forest or dependent wildlife species, as provided in this Act, the
project shall be denied.
(1:). In addition to such other mitigations as may be required, the following mitigations shall be required of any THP
proposed for any ancient forest:
(1) The largest living tree per acre, and seven other of the largest twenty living trees per acre, are to be left uncut.
(2) At least eighty percent by volume of all standing and downed dead trees over eight inches diameter at breast
height, standing, or the equivalent if downed, are to be left in place.
(3) In order to protect those species of wildlife and dependent wildlife species which are adversely impacted by edge
effect, and to reduce wind damage to the stand, continuous virgin or substantially virgin stands of ancient forest at least
600 acres in size may not have more than fifteen percent of the timber stand by volume removed by any project or
combination of projects, irrespective of ownership, within any ninety-nine year period.
(4) The selection silvicultural method is the only silvicultural method which may be used. No silvicultural method
may be used which resembles or has the effect of a clearcut
(1). Nothing in this Section shall be interpreted in such a mariner so as to reduce or eliminate the duty of a project
proponent to discuss or implement mitigations and alternatives pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act,
the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, or this Act
(m)(i). The DFG or the WeB, with the assistance of the Employment Development Department, when completing
acquisitions or other protective agreements pursuant to this Act, shall in cooperation with the seller or project
proponent assess the reduction in employment, if any, that the acquisition or protection would cause for employees of
the seller or proponent and his or her contractors. The seller or proponent and the contractors shall identify employees
who would suffer a reduction or termination in employment, and such employees shall be eligible for the program of
compensation provided in paragraph (m)(ii) below, providing the employer agrees to fully rehire these same employees
as soon as their former positions or levels of employment become available.
(ii). The Legislature shall establish a program to compensate employees identified pursuant to paragraph (m)(i)
above, providing such program achieves all of the following:
(1) It provides employment to the employees which is beneficial to the communities and wildlands in the areas
where the employees were employed. Projects conducted on wildlands shall emphasize timber stand improvement,
manual conifer release, watershed repair, erosion control, and seed collection. Projects may also include, but are not
limited to, development of local forestry nurseries and propagation of seedlings for forestry.
(2) It is administered by the Employment Development Department
(3) While it may provide public benefits on private lands, it shall not provide benefits which are primarily private
unless full reimbursement to the program is provided by the person receiving the private benefits. The program shall
not perform work which is otherwise mandated by law. The program shall not perform work which would otherwise
and ordinarily be performed by members of a union or trade guild unless permission is obtained from the union or
guild.
(4) It provides reasonable and fair wages and benefits for all employees. All compensation made pursuan~ to this
- program must be in the form of wages, benefits, or other reimbursements, for actual work and services performed under
this program. This is not an unemployment compensation program.
(5) It provides effective penalties for employers who willfully fail to rehire the employees when their positions or
levels become available.
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(6) It does not discriminate in employment on the basis of age, sex, race, medical condition, physical handicap,
creed, color, religion, sexual preference, marital status, or national or ethnic origin, and otherwise fully complies with
the California Fair Employment and Housing Act.

(n). The DFG shall prepare and make available for public distribution for no or low cost a small handbook, printed on
recycled paper, which describes, illustrates, and explains in plain language ancient forests, the dependent wildlife
species, and the threats to these posed by cumulative habitat loss, and explains in a plain and simple manner the
program and procedures established by this Section. The funds for this handbook shall be provided pursuant to Section
8, subsection (a) (State administrative costs), of this Act. The DFG shall also informally consult with and where
feasible visit the timberlands of members of the public who are seeking to understand or comply with this Scction or
any other provisions of law protective of ancient forests or dependent wildlife species.
Section S.
(a). The DFG shall rank by categories of high, medium, or low, ancient forests remaining on private lands throughout
all of Califomia, whether they are subject to a proposed project or not, as to their biological importance to and among
the various species and subspecies listed in this Act, including any species or subspecies subsequently designated
pursuant to this Act, and as to their significance as remnant ecosystems or forest types, and the WCB after considering
the advice of the DFG shall acquire those lands on a priority basis using monies allocated by this Act, or any other
monies or inducements or combinations thereof. The lands may be acquired in. fee title or the development or timber
harvesting rights may alone be acquired, depending upon whichever is necessary and practicable to assure protection of
the ancient forest and its dependent wildlife species. The DFG in conducting this ranking shall minimize delay to any
affected project proponent to the maximum extent consistent with the DFG's obligation to establish a biologically
sound basis for the determination.
(b). Acquired lands or rights not necessary to the protection of ancient forests may be sold or traded for fee title or
development or timber harvesting rights which will provide protcction for ancient forests; providing that, if such
disposed lands are to be logged, the acquiring person and his or her successors in interest in perpetuity shall dedicate
that timber harvest will proceed from standards of sustained yield at least as effective as those to be implemented
pursuant to this Act.

(c). Because the Headwaters Forest is the most significant privately owned ancient forest remaining in California, and
is home to important populations of dependent wildlife species, especially Marbled Murrelets, the WCB is to acquire,
by any practicable means necessary, including using monies allocated by this Act if necessary, for fair market value or
its equivalent, that property known popularly as the Headwaters Forest, which is situated approximately in Humboldt
Base and Meridian, Township Three North, Range One East, Section 8, W 1/2 of SW 1/4, SE 1/4 of SW 1/4, SW 1/4
. of SE 1/4; Section 1S, SW 1/4; Section 16; Section 17, E 1/2;NW 1/4, NE 1/4 of SW 1/4, E 1/2 of NW 1/4 of SW
1/4, E 1/2 of SE 1/4 of SW 1/4; Section 20, NE 1/4 of NE 1/4, N 1/2 of NW 1/4 of NE 1/4, SE 1/4 of NW 1/4 of
NE 1/4,E l/2ofSE 1/4ofNE 1/4, W l/2ofSW 1/4ofNE 1/4,SE 1/4ofNW 1/4,E l!2ofSE 1/4, W l!2ofNW
1/4 of SE 1/4, SE 1/4 ofNW 1/4 of SE 1/4, NE 1/4 of SW 1/4 of SE 1/4, E 1/2 ofNE 1/4 of SW 1/4; Section 21, N
1/2 ofNE 1/4, SW 1/4 ofNE 1/4, N 1/2 of SE 1/4 ofNE 1/4, NW 1/4, NW 1/4 ofNW 1/4 of SE 1/4, N 1/2 ofNE
1/4 of SW 1/4, W 1/2 of SW 1/4; Section 22, SW.l/4 ofNE 1/4, W 1/2 of SE 1/4 ofNE 1/4, SE 1/4 of SE 1/4 of
NE 1/4, W 1/2 ofNE 1/4 ofNW 1/4, NW 1/4 ofNW 1/4, SE 1/4 ofNW 1/4, E 1/2 of SW 1/4 ofNW 1/4, N 1(2 of
SE 1/4, SE 1/4 of SE 1/4, N 1/2 of SW 1/4 of SE 1/4, NE 1/4 of SW 1/4, E 1/2 of NW 1/4 of SW 1/4, N 1(2 of SE
1/4 of SW 1/4; Section 23, SW 1/4 of SW 1/4, W 1/2 ofNW 1/4 of SW 1/4; Section 26, W 1/2 ofNW 1/4; Sec/ion
27, E 1/2 ofNE 1/4, NW 1/4 ofNE 1/4, W 1/2 of SW 1/4 ofNE 1/4; Section 28, N 1/2 of NW 1/4 of NW 1/4;
Section 29, NE 1/4 of NE 1/4 of NE 1/4; amounting to 2930 acres, more or less, plus approximately 120 acres in
small contiguous parcels; and reasonable access thereto, if necessary; providing the Headwaters Forest as here described
does not become prior to acquisition so disturbed that its value to dependent wildlife spec~es is severely reduced. The
WCB may acquire additional contiguous lands as a buffer to the Headwaters Forest, or to maintain more manageable
boundaries, if reasonably necessary.
(d). The DFG may propose, and the State Fish and Game Commission may adopt, any additions to the list of
dependent wildlife species, as defined in this Act, but the Commission may not remove, or otherwise limit, any
, species from the list of dependent wildlife species originally included in this Act
(e). Except as expressly provided in subsection (d) above, and notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Fish and
Game Commission shall have no authority to set or determine policy, or to administer, or otherwise interpret, apply,
or determine the application, of this Act
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the practice of forestry on all timberlands

in California, eAccpllands where application of this Act is fuUy preempted by federal law:

(a), For the purposes of this Act all timber volumes shall include all softwoods and all hardwoods. including both
commercial and non-<:ommercial tree species that are at least four inches in diameter at breast height of the largesl bole,
Volumes shall be computed by Scribner log rule to the extent possible, otherwise by the most nearly equivalent
methodology, bu: hardwood volumes shall in no wise be discounted in relation to softwood or commercial volumes.
(b), The silvicuhural method and practice of clearcutting is henceforth banned in California, This ban also applies to
any other silviculwral method or practice substantially resembling or having the effect of a clearcuL This ban does not
apply ID the haT\'est of Chrisunas trees or eucalyprus plantations, or ID authorized emergency sanitation cUllings
necessary to control outbreaks of disease or insect pests, or to salvage of dead or dying trees, pro\'iding this does not
circumvent the intent of this subsection, This ban does not apply to lands being pennanently removed from timber
production, or LC fuelbrcaks and right-of-ways, pro\'iding none of these arc for the purpose of circumventing this
subsection. This ban does not apply ID cuts two acres or less in size, except no such cut may be permitted or
implemented within three hundred feet of any other c1earcut or cut substantially resembling or having the effecl of a
c1earcul, or within one-hundred-fifty feet of the property boundary, within forty years of the previous cuL Henceforth
any projcct whi::h proposes to remove more than seventy percent of the volume of a stand in one projcct or at one time
shall be deemed to substantially resemble or have the effect of a c1earcut

(c), Any site preparation practice or regeneration method which utilizes the burning of forest residues is hereby banned
in California. Any use or application of the practice of broadcast burning in any forestry operation is also banned.
Woody debris from logging operations shaU be spread over the logging site so as to recycle nutrients and reduce
erosion, These provisions do not apply in designated Hazardous Fire Areas where such burning is determined to be
reasonably necessary for the purpose of reducing the risk of wildfire, This determination is to be made on a sitc-by-silc
basis by COF. This subsection shall not be interpreted so as to prevent or restrict any type of burning other than those
clearly specific<!.
(d), This subsection establishes The Sustainable Forestry Program. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the
Board of Forest:')' shan adopt and file with the Secretary of State, within two years of the effective date of this Act,
forest practice regulations which effect standards of sustained yield, as provided below, for aU private and State lands in
California whi::h produce commercial timber, regardless of zoning, size, or ownership of the land or timber. These
regulations shal! require that all TIIPs submitted after thiny (30) days from the effective date of the regulations must
contain a sustained yield plan. Timber or timberland owners may also submit to the COF a sustained yield plan for
timberlands not in conjunction with a THP. The sustained yield plan must veriflably demonstrate that the site subject
to the THP, or other timberlands subject to the sustained yield plan, will maintain a sustainable harvest of mature trees
in perpetuity, iT. accordance with the standards and definitions established in this ACL Where timber stand conditions on
the site or othe: timberlands subject to the sustained yield plan are inadequate to maintain a maximum sustainable
harvest of mature trees, the project proponent shall present in the sustained yield plan, and implement, a verifiable
schedule which will bring the site or timberlands to the standard wherewith there may be maintained a maximum
sustainable harvest of mature trees by the year 2140. The period of time established by the schedule is the
"implementation period". The schedule in the sustained yield plan shall establish a program of increasing stand
volume. increasing evenly or at least in regularly spaced stages, to achieve maximum sustainable harvest of mature
trees. No THP subjeclto this subsection which is without a sustained yield plan which achieves these standards may
be approved, and no timber harvest may be conducted on any site until the requirements of this subsection and the
regulations pUI'suant ID this subsection are fully complied with.
The in/elll of this subscction is La achieve the sustain ability of harvest of mature trees at the earliest possible date
while allowing periodic harvests, thinnings, and release cuts to continue through the implementation period. In most
but not all cases the transition wiu require that slightly less volume than is replaced by net growth be harvested
through the implementation period. In the case of severely depleted lands, the transition may require that substantially
less \'olume be harvested than is replaced by net growth.
The following provisions and standards are also part of this subsection:
(1) No timbe: harvesting operations pursuant to a THP, or other permit to harvest timber, which is approved or
extended after the effective date of this Act may proceed as to the cutting or removal of trees after thiny days from the
effective date of the regulations required by this subsection unless and until the permit holder submits to the COF a
sustained yield plan which a::hieves the-sustained yield standards established by this ACL
(2) If wildfIre or other nalural catastrophe destroys at one time ten percent or more of the volume of a stand for which
there exists a sustained yield plan which achieves the standards of this Act, the implementation period for the sustained
yield plan may be extended by, or reinstituted for, an amount of time which is necessary to compensate for the ponion
of the stand lost to the catastrophe.
(3) For stands where the time needed La attain average maximum mean annual growth is greater than 120 years,the
implementation period in the sustained yield plan may be extended by the amount of time by which the average point
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of maximum mean annual growth exceeds 120 years, where the average is an average of all species occupying ten
percent or more of the site, computed by basal area.
(4) The sustained yield plan shall be maintained to reflect actual forest conditions. No THP which is subject to a
sustained yield plan shall be approved until the sustained yield plan is determined to be currenL A plan may be revised
for any significant reason, but no such revised plan shall be accepted by the COF if changes in the plan reflect any
attempt to circumvent the intent of this subsection (d) or the regulations developed pursuant to this subsection. The
reduction or elimination of one species in favor of a faster-maturing species is a circumvention of this subsection and
is prohibited. Any changes in any plan shall be explained and justified in writing. There shall be only one valid
sustained yield plan for an area, irrespective of any changes of ownership, except where an overlapping plan exactly
duplicates another plan in regard to the overlapped area.
(5) In forest stands subject to a sustained yield plan, selection logging singly or by group selection cuts not
exceeding one-half acre in size or in small clearcuts as provided in Section 6, subsection (b), of this Act shall be the
only timber harvest method allowed. Not more than sixty percent of any tree species by volume, as specified in
subsection (a) above, may be removed at anyone harvest. The provisions of this paragraph shall not be construed to
prevent necessary thinning practices, but these and other cuts must be consonant with the approved sustained yield
plan.
(6) All timber harvests shall leave a stand of uneven-aged healthy trees at the completion of operations. All
timberlands shall be managed as, or managed so as to become, a natural mix of species of trees and understory plants.
including not fewer than one old-growth (supermature) tree per each two acres after harvesL
(7) No THP area, or area delineated within a THP area, which has an erosion hazard rating of "high" or above
pursuant to regulations implementing the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practices Act of 1973 may be reentered by vehicles or
heavy equipment for purposes of harvesting timber in accordance with a sustained yield plan more frequently than once
in any twenty year period.
(8) The provisions of this subsection shall not apply: to the production and harvest of Christmas trees, providing
this does not circumvent the intention of this subsection (d); to eucalyptus plantations; to removal of dead or dying
trees from areas damaged by nre or outbreaks of disease or insect pests, providing their removal does not circumvent
the intent of this subsection (d); or to land being permanently removed from timber production, providing this removal
is not for the purpose of circumventing the intention of this subsection (d).
(9) Inasmuch as the Timberland Productivity Act of 1982 (Government Code §51100 et seq.) was designed to foster
sustained yield, notwithstanding any other provision of law, any timberland except Christmas tree plantations and
eucalyptus plantations which is zoned or categorized as a timberland production zone pursuant to the Timberland
Productivity Act of 1982 shall no longer remain so categorized or zoned, and timberlands shall not receive or be
entitled to any other special tax treatment or exemption under California law, if within six years of the effective date of
the regulations implementing this subsection there has not been filed with the COF a sustained yield plan for that
timberland which achieves the standards of this Act.
(10) No part of this subsection (d) shall be construed to require that trees must be harvested. Any delay or other
change in the schedule within a sustained yield plan which results in greater volume while achieving the other standards
.. ·of this subsection is consistent with the intention of this Act·· - - .
-..(II) The COF shall promptly provide a copy of any sustained yield plan to any person who requests it.
.(12) The COF shall prepare and make available for public distribution for no or low cost a small handbook, printed
on recycled paper, which describes, illustrates, and explains in a plain and simple manner the goals of and need for
sustainable forestry, and the program and procedures established by this subsection. Sustained yield plans submiued
separately or independently from a THP are subject to fees pursuant to subsection (1) below. The Board of Forestry may
allocate funding for the handbook specified in this paragraph from those fees or from other monies available to the
COF. The COF shall also informally consult with and where feasible visit the timberlands of members of the public
who are seeking to understand or comply with The Sustainable Forestry Program.
(13) The regulations established by the Board of Forestry pursuant to this subsection must achieve at least the
foregoing minimum standards.

I

(e). All logging roads used as access for timber harvest operations shall be adequately maintained by the timberland
owner or his or her agent for as long as the land has timber production as a continuing or anticipated use. Any logging
road constructed or reconstructed for access over lands not owned by the timberland owner shall provide in the contract
or other access agreement a clear delegation of responsibility for compliance in perpetuity with this subsection and
regulations developed pursuant to this subsection. The intent and purpose of these requirements is to minimize the
damage to the environment caused by roads and logging reentry, and to provide access for such purposes as ftre
suppr~sion. Any logging road not to be used for any future timber harvest may be abandoned if it is fIrst reclaimed so
that it will not signiftcantly contribute t'1 or be a source of accelerated erosion, and SQ. that itisrestored as productive
timberland if the adjoining areas remain as timberland. The Board of Forestry shall by regulation set effective standards
·necessary to achieve this subsection.
(t). Notwithstanding any other provision of law, in timber harvesting operations conducted pursuant to the Z'bergNejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973. not more than twenty percent, by volume, of all commercial tree species, and no
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amount of other tree species, may be removed in any twenty year period if a vertical line through the basal center of
any such tree would be within eighty feet, measured horizontally, of any Class II watercourse or lake, or one-hundredtwenty feel, measured horizontally, of any Clac;s I watercourse or lake, except where actually necessary to consUllct a
watercourse crossing. No landings may be consUllcted in, and no logs may be yarded into, any class of watercourse or
lake, as defined pursuant to this Act or, where nOl conflicting, in any class of Watercourse and Lake Protection Zone
pursuant to Division 1.5, Title 14, California Code of Regulations. No downed dead tree may be removed by any
person from any Class I or Class II watercourse, except for the limited purpose of improving fIsh habitat or alleviating
a clear and present hazard to structures. If the Board of Forestry adopts new definitions of watercourses and lakes or
watercourse and lake protection zones, those new definitions may supplant in use for the purposes of this ACl the
similar tenns used or dermed in this Act, but only if, in each and every application in the fIeld, those new definitions
equal or exceed, in the specific environmental protections intended by this Act. the tenns used or defIned in this Act.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, pursuant to a THP no alternative practice or prescription or in-lieu
practice or general alternative may reduce the width of any watercourse and lake protection zone to less than that which
is required by the standard rule or this Act.

(g). There is to bc no equipment or operations in any size seeps or springs. Seeps and springs which head a watercourse
or are independent from a watercourse will be subjcct to one hundred percent canopy retention. and no sedimentation or
logging debris shall be allowed to enter them, and there will be an equipment exclusion zone with a radius of at least
sixty feet centered on each such seep and spring. A spring or seep arising wholly within the bed of a watercourse (as
distinguished from the head of a watercourse) shall be provided with at least the level of protection prescribed for the
class of watercourse in which it occurs.
(h). Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no operations of any kind pursuant to a THP, including, but not
limited to, road construction, may commence prior to thirty (30) days after the fInal approval of the THP.
(i). The permitting and reviewing agencies shall monitor adherence 10 any project alternatives or mitigations adopted
pursuant to this Act, and shall bring charges for any significant violations of these pursuant to Section 7 of this Act.
The CDF shall monitor and enforce compliance with the requirements of the foregoing subsections of this Section, and
shall bring charges for any violations of these pursuant to Section 7 of this Act.
(j). All permits subject to enforceable provisions of this Act shall henceforth clearly indicate the person or persons
legally responsible for compliance with these provisions, and their address for service of process.
(k). A copy of the statement of reasons specified in Section 4, subsection (e) above, or a copy of the statement and
decision specified in Section 4, subsection (h) above, or a copy of the sustained yield plan specified in Section 6,
subsection (d) above, shall be promptly sent at no additional charge to any person who requested a copy of the
underlying THP or other environmental document.

(1). The Board of Forestry with the cooperation of the CDF and other agencies shall establish and institute within eight
months of the effective date of this Act a program of pennit fIling fees to be paid by the project proponent which shall
fully compensate the CDF, the Board of Forestry, the DFG, the Regional Water Quality Control Boards, the Division
of Mines and Geology, the Native American Heritage Commission, and, in counties with special forestry rules, the
county planning agency, for their reasonable costs in conducting pennit review and related field inspections and surveys
directly related to their usual and appropriate duties pursuant to the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973, or the
California Environmental Quality Act, and their implementing regulations, or the Porter-Cologne Act, or this Act, in
reviewing THPs, conversion permits, or any other permits within the primary jurisdiction of the CDF. This program
shall be reviewed from time to time and amended if necessary to reflect changes in agency costs. In addition to and
above a basic minimum fee to be determined by the Board for each category of permit, such fees shall be based upon a
sliding scale proportionate to both the timber volume to be removed. and to the acreage of land subject to the project,
the larger the volume or the greater the acreage, the higher the fee. The acreage factor shall be set in twenty-acre
increments. As elements of the timber volume, non-commercial tree species shall count in an equal manner to
commercial species.
(m). Notwithstanding any other provision of law, on or after the effective date of this Act, the composition of the State
Board of Forestry shall be as follows: Of the total of nine members: Five members shall be selected from the general
-public; one member shall be selected from among the officials or employees of an incorporated, public interest,
environmental organization without significant financial ties to any industry; one member shall be selected from
among the county supervisors of any of the five leading timber-producing counties, as determined by the State Board of
Equalization based on timber tax revenues and federal in-lieu payments, or among the county supervisors or planning
commissioners of any county with special forestry rules; one member shall be selected from among timberland owners
who own less than five hundred acres of timberland; and one member shall be selected from the forestry or forest
products industry. Transition to this composition shall be directly attained by any appointments or reappointments
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made on or after the effective date of this Act, but members of the Board who were appointed before the effective date of
this Act may serve out the remainder of their terms pursuant to the provisions of the Public Resources Code. Areas of
knowledge, interest, and experience which can form a basis for appoinunent to the Board, in addition to those specified
in Public Resources Code § 731, shall include forestry employee concerns and California Native American forest uses.
No member appointed or reappointed on or after the effective date of this Act, except the industry member, and no
spouse or immediate family member of any Board member so appointed or reappointed, except the industry member,
may have a direct personal financial interest, within the meaning of all applicable provisions of the Government Code,
in timberlands, or in businesses which are routinely directly affected by rules and policies promulgated by the Board, or
in businesses that are primarily timber-related; except the small landowner member and his or her spouse and
immediate family members may have a direct financial interest in less than five hundred acres of timberland. No
member appointed or reappointed on or after the effective date of this Act, except the industry member and the small
landowner member, may have been employed in, or may have derived substantial income from, the forestry or the
forest products industry for a period of at least five (5) years before the member's date of appoinunent to the Board. No
member appointed or reappointed on or after the effective date of this Act, except the industry member and the small
landowner member, may be employed in, or derive substantial income from, the forestry or the forest products industry
for a period of at least three (3) years after his or her membership on the Board has ended. All provisions of Public
Resources Code § 731 which do not conflict with this Act shall remain in full force and effecL
Section 7. Judicial review and related provisions.
(a). Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any person shall have standing to bring a suit to compel any
government agency to comply fully with any provision of this Act, to compel compliance by any present or former
Board of Forestry member with Section 6, subsection (m), of this Act, or to invalidate laws, regulations, or other
legislative or quasi-legislative acts which arc proscribed by or in derogation of this Act or the Constitutional
provisions or statutes which protect this initiative. Persons bringing such a suit shall not be compelled to post more
than a nominal bond where injunctive relief is obtained. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any person shall
have standing to intervene in suppon of this Act, or any portion of this Act, or the application thereof, in any coun
proceeding in which the Act or portion or application is challenged on Constitutional grounds. If the prevailing party
which brought an action pursuant to this subsection is an incorporated non-profit organization, it shall be awarded its
reasonable costs of litigation, including, but not limited to, expen witness fees, in preparing and conducting the suit;
but this provision is in addition to and not in derogation of any person's right to an award of costs pursuant to any
other provision of law.

(b). The DFG and the WCB must base their decisions and actions pursuant to Sections 4, 5, and 8 of this Act on
biologically based and scientifically accepted procedures and information. Failure to do so shall constitute a prejudicial
abuse of discretion, but only if the failure plausibly results or would result in less protection for ancient forests and
dependent wildlife.
(c). Standard of review.
(1) In any action or proceeding to attack, review, set aside. void or annul a determination, finding, or decision of the
DFG on the grounds of non-compliance with Section 4 or Section 6 of this Act, the inquiry shall extend only to
whether there was a prejudicial abuse of discretion. Abuse of discretion is established if the agency has not proceeded in
the manner required by law or if the determination or decision is not supported by substantial evidence~
(2) In any action or proceeding to attack, review, set aside, void or annul a determination, finding, or decision of the
DFG or the WCB on the grounds of non-compliance with Section 5 or Section 8 of this Act, or of the CDF or Board
of Forestry on the grounds of non-compliance with any provision of this Act, or in any other action except those
specified in paragraph (1) above, the reviewing court shall compel agency action unlawfully withheld or unreasonably
delayed, and hold unlawful and set aside agency action, fmdings, and conclusions found to be unwarranted by the facts
after trial de novo.
(d). The project proponent must exhaust available administrative remedies provided in Section 4, subsection (h), of this
Act prior to seeking judicial review of any determination or other action of any State agency pursuant to Section 4 of
this Act.
(e). No person may willfully resist, delay, or obstruct any inspector from the CDF, the DFG, a Regional Water
Quality Control Board, or a county planning agency, from officially inspecting or gathering appropriate evidence at any
project site in the course of the inspector's regular duties of determining compliance with the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest -Practices Act of i973, the Fish and Game Code, the Porter-Cologne Act, the California Environmental Quality Act,
this Act, or the regulations implementing any of the foregoing statutes. Each violation of this provision is punishable
by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1000) or by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year, or
both such fine and imprisonment. Each day the inspector is resisted, delayed, or obstructed shall constitute a separate
violation, and each agency so resisted, delayed, or obstructed shall constitute a separate violation.
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(f). Any person willful1)' violating, or ordering or directing the violation of, any alternatives or mitigations prescribed
pursuanlto this Act or willfully violating, or ordering or directing the violation of, any substantive provisions of
Section 6 of this Act. including. but nOllimited to. willfully violating or circumventing a sustained yield plan
pursuanlto Section 6, subsection (d), of this Act., or harvesting timber without a sustained yield plan which achieves
the standards of this Act, may be punished by a fme up to twent), thousand dollars ($10,000) or by imprisonment in a
county jail not exceeding one year, or both such fine and imprisonmenL If the value of aU trees illegally felled. wholly
or in part because of the violation. exceeds one-quarter of the tolal fine assessed for that violation, the trees and. as
appropriate, any proceeds from the sale of the trees shall be seized and confiscated. The Court shall order the sale of
confiscated trees and the sale proceeds and any seized proceeds,less the Court's costs, shall reven to the agency or
agencies which brought the complainl. Further, in the case of willful and repeated violations or where the Co un
believes other penalties alone are likely to be ineffective or inappropriate, the Court shall have the discretion, upon its
own motion or upon the motion of the complainant., to order the seizure and confiscation of any equipment used in the
violation. Confiscated equipment shall be disposed of at sale, and the proceeds, less costs, shall reven to the agency or
agencies which brought the complaint.
(g)(i). Nothing in this Act is in derogation of other duties and responsibilities of the DFG or any other agency.
(ii). The failure of any agency to carry out its responsibilities pursuant 10 this Act shall not be a defense for the

failure of any person to comply with the requirements of this Act or any other provision of law.
(h). All provisions of this Act must be interpreted in such a manner as to provide the maximum protection 10 the
natural environment, including ancient forests and dependent wildlife species, within the reasonable scope of the
Statutory language. It is the inlCnt of the People of California in enacting this AClthat it be carried out in the most
expeditious manner possible, and that all state officials implement this ActIO the fullest extent of their authority.
(i). If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid. such
invalidity shall not affcct other provisions or applications of this Act which can be given effect without the invalid
provision or application thereof, and to this end the provisions of this Act are severable.

G). The Legislature shall not modify this Act in any particular without specific approval of a majority vote of the
People, except the Legislature may amend this Act by statute passed in each house of the Legislature by roll call vote
entered in the journal, two-thirds of the membership concurring, if the statute in all paniculars funhers the policies and
purposes expressed throughout this Act. However, the Legislature shall not change any judicial review provision of
this Act, and the Legislature shall not reallocate any funds allocated pursuant to this Act except as specifically provided
in Section 8 of this ACL
-- -- -Section -8. Bond issue and acquisitions.

i

(a)(i). The Ancient Forest Protection Fund is hereby created. All money deposited in this Fund shall be available for
expenditure for the purposes specified in this Act Seven-hundred-forty-two million dollars (S742,OOO,OOO) shall be
allocated from this Fund to the WCB for acquisition of real property. or appropriate rights appurtenant thereto. as
required by this Act, including all costs reasonably necessary 10 the purchase, to protect ancient forests and dependent
wildlife species, including an amount not to exceed nineteen million dollars ($19,000,000) for State administrative
costs, and including any amounts necessary to satisfy the requirements of subsection (t) below. The WCB shall
reimburse. by contract or invoice agreement, from the amount for State administrative costs, the DFG for its costs
incurred pursuant to its obligations and powers under this Act., including, but not limited to, wildlife surveys, and the
ranking pursuant to Section 5, subsection (a), of this Act. For the purposes of this Act, the WCB is here designated as
"the board" as that term is used in the State General Obligation Bond Law.
(ii). Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, the Legislature may reallocate from the Ancient Forest Protection
Fund an amount, as specified in the next sentence, for the limited purpose of funding the program, if any, established
pursuant to Section 4, subsection (m), of this Act, providing that such program fully achieves all of the standards of
that subsection. The amount which may be reallocated for the program shall not exceed an initial amount of twentytwo million dollars (£22,000,000), but this amount may later be supplemented by an additional reallocation of up to
ten million dollars ($ 10,000,0(0), if necessary, and providing that no such reallocation shall be made if there remain
insufficient funds available to the Ancient Forest Protection Fund that are not specifically committed to other
,authorized purposes of this Act.-The total amount which may be reallocated-shall iI) no wise_ exceed-thiny-twO million
_~ollars (£32,000,000). All monies not reallocated pursuant to this paragraph remain subject to the preceding paragraph.
All monies reallocated to but fmally not expended for the program shall revert to the Ancient Forest Defense Fund.
(b). Acquisitions made by the WCB pursuant to this Act shall be made subject to the Wildlife Conservation Law of
1947 (Chapter 4, Division 2 [commencing with Section 1300] of the Fish and Game Code), to the extent that Law
does not conflict with Ihis Act, and subject to Section 2625 of the Fish and Game Code. The WCB shall exercise Ihe

•
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right, option, and duty, if necessary, to acquire by eminent domain fee title to lands, for the purposes of protecting
ancient forests and their dependent wildlife species, as defined in this ACL
(c). All real propeny acquired pursuant to this Act shall be acquired in compliance with Chapter 16 (commencing with
Section 7260) of Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code.
(d). For the purposes of this Act, acquisition may include gifts, purchases, leases, easements, the exercise of eminent
domain, the transfer or exchange of propeny for other propeny of like value, transfers of development rights or credits,
and purchases of development rights and other interests.
(e). Bonds in the total amount of seven-hundred-fony-two million dollars ($742.000,000), exclusive of refunding
bonds, or so much thereof as is necessary, may be issued and sold to be used for achieving the purposes of this Act and
to be used to reimburse the General Obligation Bond Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the Government
Code. A sum, not to exceed seven-hundred-fony-two million dollars ($742,000,000) of the bond proceeds, shall be
deposited in the Ancient Forest Protection Fund for the purposes of this Act. The bonds shall, when sold, be and
constitute a valid and binding obligation of the State of California, and the full faith and credit of the State of
California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment of both principal and interest as they become due and payable.
(t). The bonds authorized by this Act shall be prepared, executed, issued, sold, paid, and redeemed as provided in the
State General Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 [commencing with Section 16720) of Pan 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of
the Government Code), and all provisions of that law shall apply to the bonds and are hereby incorporated in this Act
as though set forth in fuIl in this Act.

(g). Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance and sale, pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Law, of
the bonds authorized by this Act, the Ancient Forest Protection Fund Finance Committee is hercby created. For
purposes of this Act, the Ancient Forest Protection Fund Finance Committee is "the committee" as that term is used
in the State General Obligation Bond Law. The committee shall consist of the Controller, the Director of Finance, and
the Treasurer, or their designated representatives. The Treasurer shall serve as chairperson of the committee. A majority
of the committee may act for the committee.
(h). The committee shall determine whether or not it is necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this
Act in order to carry out the actions specified in this Act and, if so, the amount of bonds to be issued and sold. The
committee shall act as expeditiously as is consistent with generally accepted principles of fiscal prudence to enable the
board to carry out the purposes of this Act. Successive issues of bonds may be authorized and sold to carry out those
actions progressively, and it is not necessary that all of the bonds authorized to be issued be sold at anyone time.

(i). There shall be coIlected annually in the same manner and at the same time as other state revenue is collected, in
addition to the ordinary revenues of the state, the sum as is required to pay the principal of, and interest on, the bonds
each year, and it is the duly of all officers charged by law with any duly in regard to the collection of the revenue to do
and perform each and every act which is necessary to collect that additional sum.

O}. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, there is hereby appropriated from the General Fund, for
the purposes of this Act, an amount that will equal the total of the fOllowing:
(1). The sum annually necessary to pay the principal of, and interest on, bonds issued and sold pursuant to this Act,
as the principal and interest become due and payable.
(2). The sum which is necessary to carry out the provisions of subsection (k) below, appropriated without regard to
fiscal years.
(k). For the purposes of carrying out this Act, the Director of Finance may authorize the withdrawal from the General
Fund of an amount or amounts not to exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which have been authorized to be sold for
the purpose of carrying out those provisions. Any amounts withdrawn shall be deposited in the Ancient Forest
Protection Fund. Any money made available under this section shall be returned to the General Fund, plus the interest
that the amounts would have earned in the Pooled Money Investment Account, from money received from the sale of
bonds which would otherwise be deposited in that fund.
(1). All money derived from premium and accrued interest on bonds sold shall be reserved and shall be available for
transfer to the General :f~d:iS 11 c~editto expen~t.ures fOT bond interesL

. (m). The bonds authorized by this Act may be refunded in accordance with Article 6 (commencing with Government
Code § 16780) of the State General Obligation Bond Law. Approval of the authorization of these bonds by the electors
includes approval of any bonds issued to refund the bonds originally issued.
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(n). The people of California hereby fmd and declare that, inasmuch as the proceeds from the sale of bonds authom..cd
hy this Act are not "proceeds of taxes" as that term is used in Anicle XIII B of the California Constitution, the
disbursement of these proceeds is not subject to the limitation imposed by that article.
(0). No real property interest less than fee tille. nor any limited rights appunenant to real property, may be acquired

unless the seller. for himself or herself and for his or her successors in interest. and their successors in perpetuity,
agrees that the ancient forest is to be protected from all other uses of the land or rights not acquired by the WCB in
perpetuity.
(P). Within ten years of the effcctive date of this Act, the WCB shall have expended all of the general obligation bond
monies authorized by this Act, except this deadline shall be extended to ninety days beyond the finality of all litigation
under this Act. providing such litigation was commenced prior to the unextended deadline. No monies acquired pursuant
to this Act, either through bond sales or through sale or lease of lands or any other means, shall revert to the General
Fund or be applied to other purposes, except as provided in this Act., and except that any fines or proceeds from the sale
of confiscated materials awarded to any agency pursuant to this Act shall revert to and supplement that agency's general
budgetary funds.

(q). Any general obligation bond monies not expended by the WCB pursuant to this Act within the time limiL<;
specified in subsection (P) above shall be reallocated as follows: an amount, up to but not exceeding five million
dollars ($5,000,000), shall be allocated to the CDF to fund the rehabilitation of timberlands remaining understocked at
least tcn years since completion of timber operations; thereafter any remaining unallocated funds shall be allocated to
the DFG for the purpose of acquiring habitat of endangered or threatened species. These reallocations shall occur
providing the WeB has in good faith and in an expeditious manner in every instance exercised its authority to acquire
ancient forests pursuant to this Act. If, in an action brought pursuant to Section 7, subsection (a), of this Act, a court
of competent jurisdiction determines that the WCB has failed to proceed expeditiously or has proceeded in bad faith, the
court may compel the WCB to so act and may extend the time limits of subsection (P) for any appropriate period.
(r). If for any reason some or all bonds authorized by this Act are not sold, all provisions of this Act which plausibly
may be given any effect without such sale shall remain in effect to the maximum extent possible.
(s)(i). For the pwpose of administering the provisions of this Act, the WCB and the DFG shall augment their existing
staff, whenever possible, by contracting for those services necessary for the administration of the provisions of this
Act. Any contract shall, however, be entered into only pursuant to Sections 19130 to 19132, inclusive, of the
Government Code and shall be only for the minimum period necessary for completion of the particular project or
projects for which the contract was entered into.
(ii). Due to the limited duration of the acquisition program authorized by this Act, in the event some services cannot
be provided by contraet,.any personnel directly hired- by the WCB for the administration of this Act shall be hired, to the extent penniued by Article 2 (commencing with Section 19080) of Chapter 6 of Part 2 of Division 5 of Title 2 of
the Government Code, as limited-term appoinunents.
(t). If any provision or the application of any provision of this Act is determined by a final judgement of a court of

competent jurisdiction to constitute a taking of private property without just compensation, then monies from the
Ancient Forest Protection Fund may be used. if necessary, to satisfy the full amount of any such judgement.
(u). It is the intent of the People of California that the bond funds authorized by this Act shall not be used to displace
any existing sources of funds for purposes authorized by this Act.
(v). Properties acquired pursuant to this Act shall be held in trust for the People of California by the WCB or the
WCB 's designee, which shall manage them in perpetuity for the ancient forest and dependent wildlife species, as
provided in this Act Other uses to which these properties may be put shall not significantly impair, obstruct. delay, or
otherwise conflict with management for the ancient forest and dependent wildlife species.
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NEWS RELEASE

from: Secretary af State March Fang Eu

1230 J Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 445-6375

For Immediate Release
December 29, 1989

Contact:

Melissa Warren

EU REPORTS SPORTS WAGERING, FOREST PR01:ECTION INITIATIVES IN CIRCULATION
SACRAMENTO - Secretary of State March Fong Eu announced today (Dec. 29)
that she has given proponents of initiatives dealing with wagering on sporting
events and protection of old growth timber the go-ahead to begin gathering
signatures.
Assemblyman Richard Floyd, D-Gardena, is the sponsor of an initiative -constitutional amendment and statute that would create the California State Gaming
Commission to regulate all forms of legal wagering in this state.

It would

authorize wagering on the results of sporting events, provide for the licensing
of persons who engage in wagering on such events, required local authorization
for sports wagering establishments, with specified exceptions, and impose a tax
on the gross receipts of licensees.

It appropriates the revenues for specified

senior citizen services (50%), to local governments that have authorized sports
wagering (45%) and to the gaming commission (5%).
Proponent Floyd must gather 595,485 signatures of registered voters and submit
them to county elections officials by May 29 in order to place the measure,
titled "Gaming Commission. Sports Wagering," on the ballot.
Proponent Floyd can be reached at (916) 445-0965.
"Forest Protection. Timber Harvesting. Bond Act." is an initiative statute
sponsored by Robert Bennett Sutherland of Redway, telephone (707) 923-2931, and
Cecelia A. Lanman of Arcata, telephone (707) 826-0505, and is supported by
(over)

EU -

p. 2

Forests Forever, headquartered in Ukiah, telephone (707) 462-2370.

They must

submit 372,178 signatures by May 29; however, all proponents wishing to place
measures on the Nov. 6, 1990 general election ballot are encouraged to submit
signatures by Mar.

23, in order to allow sufficient time for the full signature

verification process, if necessary, before the June 26 measure qualification
deadline.
The measure would authorize a 10-year state acquisition program for specified
ancient forests that provide wildlife habitat and a six-year logging moratorium
to permit public acquisition.

It would require wildlife surveys, place limits

on logging activities, generally ban clearcutting and the burning of forest residues on all timberlands in the state, limit logging near

wate~ways,

mandate

sustained yield standards, and impose timber harvesting permit filing fees.

It

would also require a state-funded community service program for loggers displaced by the new regulations, revise the membership of the State Board of
Forestry and impose conflict of interest standards on board members.

Finally,

it would authorize the issuance of $742 million in general obligation bonds to
fund the acquisition program.
With the addition of these new measures, there are now 17 initiatives in circulation for the Nov. 1990 general election ballot.

Three initiatives have

qualified for the June primary, bringing the total number of measures on that
ballot to 11.

Two initiative measures relating to reapportionment are currently

in the signature verification process, results of which will be known in
mid-January.
Copies of the circulation calendar and title and summary are attached.

The

full text of the measures can be obtained from the secretary of state's elections division, 1230 J St., Sacramento, CA 95814,
It It It
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from: Secretary of State March Fong Eu

1230 J Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 445-6375

For Immediate Release
June 13, 1990

Twa )10RE INITIATIVES
SACRAMENTO -

Contact:

~UALIFY"

Melissa Warren or
Shirley Washington

FOR NOVE:vJBEa, REPORTS EU

California Secretary of State

~arch

Fong Eu announced today

(Jun. 13) that two initiatives, one dealing INith crime, one with forest
protection, have qualified to appear on the Nov. 6 general election ballot.
"Crimes. Taxation. Bonds." is an initiative constitutional amendment and
statute that needed 595,485 signatures of registered voters to qualify.

Random

sample reports from 56 counties indicate that 669,170 of the 992,231 signatures
submitted by its proponents, Attorney General John Van de Kamp and Assemblyman
Johann Klehs, D-San Leandro, are deemed valid.
If adopted by the voters, the measure would appropriate $561 million in 1991

to state and local governments for drug enforcement and treatment and gangrelated purposes and authorize the sale of $740 million in general obligation
bonds for drug abuse, confinement and treatment facilities.

It would amend the

state Constitution to afford accused persons no greater state constitutional
rights, other than privacy, than those granted by the federal Constitution; prohibit post-indictment preliminary hearings; provide reciprocal discovery; and
allow hearsay evidence in preliminary hearings.

It would also expand the defi-

nition of first degree murder and special circumstances, increase the penalties
for minors and establish judicial voir dire.
Thomas .Lippe of San Francisco, proponent of the initiative statute "Forest
Protection. Timber fiarvesting. Bond Act," submitted 784,289 signatures to county
elections officials.

According to random sample reports from 46 of them,
(over)

EU -

p. 2

424,383 signatures are deemed valid, well in excess of tile 372,178 required for
qualifica tion.
The measure would authorized issuance of $742 million of general obligation
bonds to fund a lO-year state acquisition program and limited logging moratorium
to permit public acquisition of designated ancient forests providing wildlife
habitat.

It would require state-funded compensation, a retraining program for

loggers displaced by new regulations, wildlife surveys, and mitigation measures.
It would also place limits on timber cutting practices, logging sites, burning

of forest residues on California timberlands and impose new timber harvesting
permit fees.
These two measures join ACA 29, Res. Ch. 6/90, Leslie, relating to public
finance, and the so-called "Big Green" initiative already qualified for the
November ballot.

Ten additional initiatives are currently in the signature ver-

ification process.
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